According to research, 80% of warehousing operations in Europe are still predominantly manually operated. Despite the high visibility of automation use cases, most daily operations are still executed by warehouse operators, order pickers and item shoppers.

Automating order pick operations are based on high volume, homogenous items and products. In operations with widely varying products or throughput volume, full automation is simply too expensive or risky to implement. Epic Drive helps you bridging this gap between manual and automated.

Feedback from our customers:
‘Our order pickers are happy, their physical workload decreased drastically’
‘The fluent acceleration and deceleration prevents shoulder- and back pain’
‘We see almost no dip in productivity at the end of our shifts’

With our patented solution, Epic Drive provides electric drive to pick carts and trolleys with a working load up to 400kg. Epic Drive provides intuitive driving behavior, fluent acceleration and deceleration and integrated safety functionality.

Intuitive throttle with battery indicator and capacitive sensors

Battery Pack and Electronics integrated under the Pick Cart

Compact Epic Drive 5th Wheel providing electric drive and increased maneuverability

Experience Epic Drive®
Experience Epic Drive®

Add Electric Drive To Your Product

Use it with Ease, And High Precision

Work without Struggle

- Our Electric Powered Wheel for a wide range of applications
- Flexible mounting, including standard ISO mounting pattern
- Integrated and patented technology provides high torque at low speed
- Sealed and maintenance free construction and quiet non-marking wheel
- Suitable for retrofit due to extremely compact design
- Designed and produced in The Netherlands
- Two certified picking trolleys in assortment
- Prototype development and solutions on demand
- Test-kits available to apply to your product

FLEXIBLE AND MODULAR PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
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